
Installation of Bath

To find the exact specifications including weights, please refer to your bath on our
website and download a pdf spec sheet. 

Any installation should be carried out by a plumber or a professional with knowledge
of statutory plumbing requirements in your area. 

Due to the composition of our baths they are fairly heavy.  The various models weigh
between 120kg and 220kg with the majority being around 170kg nett.  Please ensure
that you have sufficient people, padding and 2 pieces of 100 x 100 timber dunnage on
hand to safely lift the bath into position. 

We highly recommend, where possible, leaving the bath strapped to its supplied
pallet, weather protected and left in its wooden crate until ready for installation.

As our baths are made for international markets with different legislation, if your bath
mistakenly comes fitted with a flexible hose, it must be discarded as it is NOT New
Zealand/Australian compliant. Flexihoses are available at all plumbing supply stores.

Have the pre-plumbing and waste connection completed by a qualified professional. 

It is preferable to vertically drop the waste into the drain but an elbow and flexible
hose could be used to connect the bath to the trap if they don't line up or for ease of
future removal.

Depending on the bath model, it may be necessary to excavate a shallow recess of
about 100mm x 250mm x 10mm to 40mm deep under the waste to allow the elbow
and flexi-pipe to clear the floor.



Ensure that the slotted side of the waste is in line with the overflow channel of the
bath (if you have purchased a bath with overflow). Be careful not to over-tighten
the waste.

Before removing the timbers, part fill the bath overnight to check for leaks, then
lower down on to 4 small wooden wedges, adjusting them to level the bath.  Shim
to suit then seal around the base of the bath using an appropriate waterproof
sealant.

For further information or questions about your bath installation please contact Jim
Bedwell at Stonebaths. 

Generic Illustration: The bath above below is a typical, but not model specific
illustration of a stone bath.
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